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DO AND FIX

Hey, Clara!
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?

Come on. Are you gonna tell us what’s
wrong, or are you just going to sulk for
the next six months?

Have you heard
of the game
”Dragons & Sheep”?
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Yesss!

Yesterday I was at level 234,
still a Silver Dragon level, and
I had one more level to go before
becoming a Gold Dragon!

I love it!
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234! Wow! You must have
played for hours to get
that far!
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Yeah, I spent a lot of
time on it. yesterday,
I got an email that told
me I’d made Gold
Dragon. All I had
to do was click on…

No, you didn’t, did you?
Don’t tell me you clicked on it!

Yeah…
I clicked on it.

And lost all
my game history.

But I told you!

Level 0
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I can’t believe it! I told
you a thousand times
never, ever, click on
a link in an email from
a sender you don’t
recognize! Same goes
for text messages!
It’s

phishing!

What?

Phishing! Like with fish,
but for your data!

They basically tricked you. It’s when these bad guys called ”hackers” set a trap.
You thought you were going to become a Gold Dragon, so you took the bait!
Just like a fish… I bet you gave them your login and password!

Yeah, but I…

”But” nothing! Never!
You should never give
out your passwords to
anyone! They were able
to drain your account
and take your dragons,
your treasure, and your
points! You’re back at
level zero in ”Dragons &
Sheep”, but it could have
been even worse!
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I warned you…

What do I do now?

We need to think.
roby, my favourite
little robot, do
you have any ideas?

We defend
ourselves by
attacking them!

Wow, roby
talks now?

Yeah! He’s been
upgraded again.

I can’t believe
even you were
tricked by
”hackers”

- when you were
smart enough to
build Roby with us...
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And I think
before I click!
Here’s what
I suggest:

Let’s trick the
tricksters! Can
you give me the
hackers’ email
address?

I’m sorry, I wasn’t
thinking... I deleted it.

Oh shoot! Save it, next
time. It’s evidence you
can use to report them.

IMPORTANT NOTE
Hackers use emotions like fear, a feeling
of urgency, curiosity, sympathy, or a
desire to win something to make you click
on their dangerous links. They can then
steal your personal data and pretend to
be you online.
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Don’t worry,
I’ve got a few tricks
up my sleeve. We’ll
find them.
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TAP

level 5!

I’m going to start by creating
a new Dragons + Sheep profile
for you.

level 47!
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Next, I’ll play
really fast
to get to
level 234.

!

TAP

level 112!
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And if my prediction
is correct, then as soon
as I’ve reached level 234,
I should get the same
email the hackers sent
you, telling me how to
become a Gold Dragon.

Level 234

Silver
Dragon
When I think about
how long it took me
to make it that far…

Don’t reply!
It’s a trap!

I know!
I’m not crazy!

Ah-ha! It looks like
they hacked players’
accounts to get their
details and trick them
as soon as they get to
the last Silver Dragon
level. They steal
their points and sell
them to other players.
It’s clever, but it’s
cheating!

Finally, someone
who listens to me!
Look at the email
address. It looks like
the game’s regular address,
...but it’s not quite
the same.

noone@dragonshheep.net
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Here’s your
phone, Clara.

How did you
do that?

5
Level 23

Golden
Dragon

That’s my little secret.
But Clara, you won’t
always be able to bounce
back like that. So next
time…

And a word of
advice: talk to your
parents about it.

I won’t
click on it.

Exactly!

I’ll talk to them
tonight. And I’ll stop
playing these kinds
of games! I promise!

Really? But
”Unicorns & Galaxies”
just came out…

Really?!
Hold on, let me
download it!

Clara! You promised!
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I knew it!
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And we knew you’d say
you knew it!

00:14:28
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All’s well that ends well?
Are you sure???
I’m watching you!
To be continued…
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